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Abstract—In a two-user broadcast channel where one user
has full CSIR and the other has none, a recent result showed
that TDMA is strictly suboptimal and a product superposition
requiring non-coherent signaling achieves DoF gains under many
antenna configurations. This work introduces product superposi-
tion in the domain of coherent signaling with pilots, demonstrates
the advantages of product superposition in low-SNR as well
as high-SNR, and established DoF gains in a wider set of
receiver antenna configurations. Two classes of decoders, with
and without interference cancellation, are studied. Achievable
rates are established by analysis and illustrated by simulations.

Index Terms—CSIR, superposition, degrees of freedom, pilot,
channel estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to varying mobility and the effects of the propa-
gation environment, wireless network nodes often have

unequal capability to acquire CSIR (channel state information
at receiver). Downlink (broadcast) transmission to nodes with
unequal CSIR is therefore a subject of practical interest.

It has been known that if all downlink users have full CSIR,
then orthogonal transmission (e.g. TDMA) achieves the opti-
mal degrees of freedom (DoF) [1], [2], in the absence of CSIT
under fast fading. A similar result is known to hold for certain
antenna configurations in the absence of CSIR. Recently it was
discovered [3] that a very different behavior emerges when
one user has perfect CSIR and the other has none: In this
case TDMA is highly suboptimal and a product superposition
can achieve gains in the degrees of freedom (DoF). However,
this result [3] required non-coherent Grassmannian signaling
while most practical systems use pilots and employ coherent
detection after channel estimation. In addition, the result [3]
was limited to high-SNR and did not fully address all receiver
antenna configurations.

In this paper we extend the product superposition to co-
herent signaling with pilots. This is motivated by several
factors, among them the popularity and prevalence of coherent
signaling in the practice of wireless communications, as well
as the known results in the point-to-point channel [4] showing
that pilot-based transmission can perform almost as well as
Grassmannian signaling. We show that a similar result holds
in the mixed-mobility broadcast channel. In the process, we
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demonstrate the DoF gains of product superposition for more
antenna configurations than in [3], and in addition show that it
has excellent performance in low-SNR as well as high-SNR.

A downlink scenario with two users is considered in this
paper, where one user has a short coherence interval and is
referred to as the dynamic user, and the other has a long
coherence interval and is referred to as the static user. The
main results of this paper are as follows.

• We propose a new signaling structure that is a product
of two matrices representing the signals of the static and
dynamic user, respectively, where the data for both users
are transmitted using coherent signaling.

• We propose two decoding methods. The first method
performs no interference cancellation at the receiver.
We show that under this method, at both high SNR
and low SNR, the dynamic user experiences almost no
degradation due to the transmission of the static user.
Therefore in the sense of the cost to the other user,
the static user’s rate is added to the system “for free.”
Avoiding interference cancellation gives this method the
advantage of simplicity.

• The second method further improves the static user’s rate
by allowing it to decode and remove the dynamic user’s
signal. This increases the effective SNR for the static user
and provides further rate gain.

• We show that the product superposition has DoF gains
when the dynamic user has either more, less or equal
number of antennas as the static user. Previously [3] the
DoF gain was demonstrated only when the dynamic user
had fewer or equal number of antennas compared with
the static user.

The following notation is used throughout the paper: For a
matrix A, the transpose is denoted with At, the conjugate
transpose with AH , the pseudo inverse with A† and the
element in row i and column j with [A]ij . The k× k identity
matrix is denoted with Ik . The set of n×m complex matrices
is denoted with Cn×m. We denote CN (0, 1) as the circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
unit variance. For all variables the subscripts “s” and “d” stand
as mnemonics for “static” and “dynamic”, respectively, and
subscripts “τ” and “δ” stand for “training” and “data.”

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

We consider an M -antenna base-station transmitting to two
users, where the dynamic user has Nd antennas and the static
user has Ns antennas. The channel coefficient matrices of the
two users are Hd ∈ CNd×M and Hs ∈ CNs×M , respectively.
In this paper we restrict our attention to M = max{Nd, Ns}.
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Fig. 1. Channel model.

The system operates under block-fading, where Hd and Hs

remain constant for Td and Ts symbols, respectively, and
change independently across blocks. The coherence time Td is
small but Ts is large (Ts � Td) due to different mobilities. The
difference in coherence times means that the channel resources
required by the static user to estimate its channel are negligible
compared to the training requirements of the dynamic user. To
reflect this in the model, it is assumed that Hs is known by
the static user (but unknown by the dynamic user, naturally),
while Hd is not known a priori by either user.

Over Td time-slots (symbols) the base-station sends X =
[x1, · · · ,xM ]t across M antennas, where xi ∈ CTd×1 is the
signal vector sent by the antenna i. The signal at the dynamic
and static users is respectively

Yd = HdX+Wd,

Ys = HsX+Ws, (1)

where Wd ∈ CNd×Td and Ws ∈ CNs×Td are additive noise
with i.i.d. entries CN (0, 1). Each row of Yd ∈ CNd×Td

(or Ys ∈ CNs×Td ) corresponds to the received signal at an
antenna of the dynamic user (or the static user) over Td time-
slots. The base-station is assumed to have an average power
constraint ρ

E
[ M∑
i=1

tr(xix
H
i )

]
= ρ Td. (2)

The channels Hd and Hs have i.i.d. entries with the
distribution CN (0, 1). We assume M = max(Nd, Ns) and
Td ≥ 2Nd [4].

A. The Baseline Scheme

We start by establishing a baseline scheme and outlining its
capacity for the purposes of comparison. In our system model,
MIMO transmission schemes involving dirty paper coding,
zero-forcing, or similar techniques [5]–[8] are not applicable
since Hd varies too quickly for feedback to transmitter. Our
baseline method uses orthogonal transmission, i.e., TDMA.

For the dynamic user, we consider the following near-
optimal method. The base-station activates only Nd out of M
antennas [4], sends an orthogonal pilot matrix Sτ ∈ CNd×Nd

during the first Nd time-slots, and then sends i.i.d. CN (0, 1)
data signal Sδ ∈ CNd×(Td−Nd) in the following Td−Nd time-
slots [9], that is

X =

[√
ρτ
Nd

Sτ

√
ρδ
Nd

Sδ

]
(3)

where SτS
H
τ = NdI, and ρτ and ρδ are the average power

used for training and data, respectively, and satisfy the power
constraint in (2):

ρτNd + ρδ(Td −Nd) ≤ ρTd. (4)

The dynamic user employs a linear minimum-mean-square-
error (MMSE) estimation on the channel. The normalized
channel estimate obtained in this orthogonal scheme is denoted
Hd ∈ CNd×Nd . Under this condition, the rate attained by the
dynamic user is [9]:

Rd ≥ (1− Nd

Td
)E

[
log det(INd

+
ρd
Nd

HdH
H

d )
]
, (5)

where ρd is the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

ρd =
ρδ ρτ

1 + ρδ + ρτ
. (6)

For the static user, the channel is known at the receiver,
the base-station sends data directly using all M antennas. The
rate achieved by the static user is [10]

Rs = E

[
log det

(
INs +

ρ

M
HsH

H
s

)]
. (7)

Time-sharing (0 ≤ p ≤ 1) between Rd and Rs yields the
rate region

ROT =
(
pRd, (1− p)Rs

)
. (8)

B. Overview of Product Superposition [3]

In [3], a product superposition based on Grassmannian
signaling was proposed and shown to achieve significant
gain in DoF over orthogonal transmission. In the so-called
Grassmannian-Euclidean superposition [3], the base-station
transmits

X = XsXd ∈ CM×Td (9)

over Td time-slots, where Xd ∈ CNd×Td and Xs ∈ CM×Nd

are the signals for the dynamic and static user, respectively.
For the dynamic user, a Grassmannian (unitary) signal is used
to construct Xd, so that information is carried only in the
subspace spanned by the rows of Xd. As long as Xs is full
rank, its multiplication does not create interference for the
dynamic user, since XsXd and Xd span the same row-space.

The static user decodes and peels off Xd from the received
signal, then decodes Xs, which carries information in the usual
manner of space-time codes.

In conventional point-to-point non-coherent methods [4],
[11], power gain is obtained at low-SNR and yet no DoF
gain is achieved. Compared with these method, the product
superposition attains DoF gain by transmitting to two users.

III. PILOT-BASED PRODUCT SUPERPOSITION

We now develop a product superposition with coherent
signaling for the two-user broadcast channel. We start with
a simple method with single-user decoding (no interference
cancellation).
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A. Signaling Structure

Over Td symbols (the coherence interval of the dynamic
user) the base-station sends X ∈ CM×Td across M antennas:

X = XsXd, (10)

where Xs ∈ CM×Nd is the data matrix for the static user and
has i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries. The signal matrix Xd ∈ CNd×Td is
intended for the dynamic user and consists of the data matrix
Xδ ∈ CNd×(Td−Nd) whose entries are i.i.d. CN (0, 1) and the
pilot matrix Xτ ∈ CNd×Nd which is unitary, and is known to
both static and dynamic users.

Xd =

[√
cτ Xτ

√
cδ Xδ

]
, (11)

where the constant cτ and cδ satisfy the power constraint (2):

MNd

(
cτ + (Td −Nd)cδ

) ≤ ρ Td. (12)

Please make note of the normalization of pilot and data
matrices in the product superposition: The pilot matrix is
unitary, i.e., the entire pilot power is normalized, while the
data matrix is normalized per time per antenna. This is only
for convenience of mathematical expressions in the sequel;
full generality is maintained via multiplicative constants cδ
and cτ .

A sketch of the ideas involved in the decoding at the
dynamic and static users is as follows. The signal received
at the dynamic user is

Yd = HdXs

[√
cτXτ

√
cδXδ

]
+Wd (13)

where Wd is the additive noise. The dynamic user uses the
pilot matrix to estimate the equivalent channel HdXs, and
then decodes Xδ based on the channel estimate.

For the static user, the signal received during the first Nd

time-slots is

Ys1 =
√
cτ HsXsXτ +Ws1 (14)

where Ws1 is the additive noise at the static user during the
first Nd samples. The static user multiplies its received signal
by XH

τ from the right and then recovers 1 the signal Xs.
Remark 1: Each of the dynamic user’s codewords includes

pilots because it needs frequent channel estimates. No pilots
are included in the individual codewords of the static user
because it only needs infrequent channel estimate updates. In
practice static user’s channel training occurs at much longer
intervals outside the proposed signaling structure.

B. Main Result

Theorem 1: Consider an M -antenna base-station, a dy-
namic user with Nd-antennas and coherence time Td, and a
static user with Ns-antennas and coherence time Ts � Td.
Assuming the dynamic user does not know its channel Hd but

1The rate is assumed to be smaller than the channel capacity, so the
codeword (multiple blocks of Xs) can be always decoded as long as it is
sufficient long.

the static user knows its channel Hs, the pilot-based product
superposition achieves the rates

Rd = (1− Nd

Td
)E

[
log det

(
INd

+
ρd
Nd

HdH
H

d

)]
, (15)

Rs =
Nd

Td
E

[
log det

(
INs +

ρs
M

HsH
H
s

)]
, (16)

where Hd is the normalized MMSE channel estimate of the
equivalent dynamic channel HdXs, and ρd and ρs are the
effective SNRs:

ρd =
cτcδNdM

2

1 + cτM + cδNdM
, (17)

ρs = cτM. (18)

Proof: See Appendix A.
For the static user, the effective SNR ρs increases linearly

with the power used in the training of the dynamic user. This
is because the static user decodes based on the signal received
during the training phase of the dynamic user.

Consider M = Ns ≥ Nd. For the dynamic user, the
effective SNR ρd is unaffected by superimposing Xs on Xd.
To see this, compare (4) with (12) to arrive at ρτ = cτNs and
ρδ = cδNdNs, therefore the two SNRs are equal to

ρd =
cτcδNdM

2

1 + cτM + cδNdM
. (19)

Intuitively, the rate available to the dynamic user via orthog-
onal transmission (Eq. (5)) and via superposition (Eq. (15))
will be very similar: The normalized channel estimate Hd in
both cases has uncorrelated entries with zero mean and unit
variance.2 Thus the product superposition achieves the static
user’s rate “for free” in the sense that the rate for the dynamic
user is approximately the same as in the single-user scenario.
In the following, we discuss this phenomenon at low and high
SNR.

1) Low-SNR Regime: We have ρd, ρs � 1. Let the eigen-
values of HdH

H

d be denoted λ̄2
di, i = 1, . . . , Nd. Using (15)

and a Taylor expansion of the log function at low SNR, the
achievable rate for the dynamic user is approximately:

Rd ≈ (1− Nd

Td
)
ρd
Nd

E
[ Nd∑
i=1

λ̄2
di

]
(20)

= (1− Nd

Td
)
ρd
Nd

tr
(
E[HdH

H

d ]
)

(21)

= (1− Nd

Td
)Nd ρd. (22)

where higher-order Taylor terms have been ignored. Similarly,
from (5), the baseline method achieves the rate

(1− Nd

Td
)Nd ρd. (23)

Thus, the dynamic user attains the same rate as it would in the
absence of the other user and its interference, i.e., a single-user
rate. At low SNR, one cannot exceed this performance.

2The dynamic channel estimates in the orthogonal and superposition trans-
missions have the same mean and variance but are not identically distributed,
because in the orthogonal case, Hd is an estimate of Hd , a Gaussian matrix,
while in the superposition case it is an estimate of HdXs, the product of
two Gaussian matrices. Therefore the expectations in Eq. (5) and (15) may
produce slightly different results.
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The rate available to the static user at low-SNR is obtained
via (16), as follows:

Rs ≈ ρs
Td

tr
(
E[HsH

H
s ]

)
(24)

=
NsNd ρs

Td
. (25)

2) High-SNR Regime: We have ρd, ρs � 1, therefore
from (15) the achievable rate for the dynamic user is

Rd ≈ (1 − Nd

Td
)

(
Nd log

ρd
Nd

+ E
[ Nd∑
i=1

log λ̄2
di

])
, (26)

where the approximation follows from the dominance of
the channel gain term in the log det capacity formula. The
dynamic user attains Nd(1 − Nd/Td) degrees of freedom,
which is the maximum DoF even in the absence of the static
user [4]. Superimposing Xs only affects the distribution of
eigenvalues λ̄2

di, whose impact is negligible at high-SNR.
For the static user, let the eigenvalues of HsH

H
s be denoted

λ2
si, i = 1, . . . , Ns. From (16), we have

Rs ≈ Nd

Td

(
Ns log

ρs
M

+ E
[ Ns∑
i=1

logλ2
si

])
, (27)

which implies that the static user achieves NdNs/Td de-
grees of freedom. Thus, the pilot-based product superposition
achieves the DoF obtained in [3] for Nd ≤ Ns, and also for
Nd > Ns.

C. Power Allocation

The effective SNRs of the dynamic and static users depend
on cτ and cδ . We focus on cτ and cδ that maximize Rd

(equivalently ρd) in a manner similar to [9]. From (62)
and (69),

ρd =
cτ cδNdN

2
s

1 + cτNs + cδNdNs
. (28)

From (12), we have cτ = ρTd/(NdNs) − cδ(Td − Nd).
Substitute cτ into (28):

ρd =
NdNs(Td −Nd)

Td − 2Nd
· cδ(a− cδ)

−cδ + b
, (29)

where

a =
ρTd

NdNs(Td −Nd)
, (30)

b =
Nd + ρTd

NdNs(Td − 2Nd)
. (31)

Noting that 0 ≤ cδ ≤ a, we obtain the value of cδ that
maximizes Rd:

c∗δ = b−
√
b2 − ab, (32)

which corresponds to

ρ∗d =
NdNs(Td −Nd)

Td − 2Nd

(
2b− a− 2

√
b2 − ab

)
, (33)

ρ∗s =
ρTd

Nd
−M(Td −Nd)(b−

√
b2 − ab). (34)

In the low-SNR regime (ρ � 1), we have a � b, where
b ≈ Nd

NdNs(Td−2Nd)
, and use Taylor expansion:

√
b2 − ab ≈ b

(
1− a

2b
− a2

8b2
)
.

We obtain

ρ∗d ≈ ρ2T 2
d

4Nd(Td −Nd)
(35)

ρ∗s ≈ ρTd

2Nd
. (36)

This indicates that the static user has a much larger effective
SNR, i.e., ρ∗d = o(ρ∗s). In this case, from (22) and (25), the
achievable rate is

Rd ≥ Td

4
ρ2, (37)

Rs ≈ Ns

2
ρ. (38)

In the high-SNR regime where ρ � 1 we have

ρ∗d ≈ ρ Td

(
√
Td −Nd −

√
Nd)2

, (39)

ρ∗s ≈ ρTd(
√

Td/Nd − 1− 1)

Td − 2Nd
. (40)

Both static and dynamic users attain SNR that increases
linearly with ρ. When Td � Nd, for the static user, ρ∗s ≈
ρ
√
Td/Nd � ρ∗d. For the dynamic user, we have ρ∗d ≈ ρ,

which is the same SNR as if the dynamic user had perfect
CSI; this is not surprising since the power used for training is
negligible when the channel is very steady.

Remark 2: In the MIMO broadcast channel, conventional
transmission schemes essentially divide the power between
users. In the proposed product superposition the transmit
power works for both users simultaneously instead of be-
ing divided between them. The training power used for the
dynamic user also carries the static user’s data. In this way,
significant gains over TDMA is achieved, which is contrary
to the conventional methods that at low-SNR produce little or
no gain relative to TDMA.

Remark 3: In [3], the product superposition was shown to
attain the following DoF region when Nd ≤ Ns:

dd
Nd

+
ds
Ns

≤ 1, dd ≤ Nd

(
1− Nd

Td

)
where dd and ds are the DoF of the dynamic and static
user, respectively. Note that the developments in this section
make no assumption about the relative number of antennas
at the dynamic and static receivers. One can verify that
Equations (15) and (16) meet the bound shown above for both
Nd ≤ Ns and Nd > Ns. Therefore, the achievable DoF of the
product superposition is now established for all dynamic/static
user antenna configurations.

IV. IMPROVING RATES BY INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION

So far no interference cancellation was performed, therefore
the users did not need to decode each other’s signal. However,
this had the effect that the static user utilizes only the portion
of transmit power corresponding to the dynamic user’s pilot,
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and not the portion corresponding to the dynamic user’s data.
In this section we explore the possibility of the static user
decoding the signal of the dynamic user.3 To facilitate this,
we concentrate on the case Ns ≥ Nd. The received signal at
the static user is

Ys = HsXs[
√
cτ Xτ

√
cδ Xδ] +Ws (41)

where Ys ∈ CNs×Td . The static user first estimates the product
HsXs ∈ CNs×Nd by using the pilot Xτ sent during the first
Nd time-slots, and then it decodes Xδ. Now Xd is known,
therefore the entire observed signal at the static user can be
used to decode its message. If Xδ is decoded successfully,
the static user can use the power used by the dynamic user
data, in addition to the power used by the dynamic user pilot.
Intuitively, harvesting additional power would improve the
static user’s rate relative to Section III.

Assuming the codeword used by the dynamic user is suf-
ficiently long, so that the static user also experiences many
channel realizations over the dynamic user codewords. The
rate gain produced by the interference decoding is character-
ized by the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Assuming Ns ≥ Nd and sufficiently long
codeword of the dynamic user, with interference decoding and
cancellation, the pilot-based product superposition achieves
the following rate for the static user

Rs =
Nd

Td
E

[
log det

(
INs +

ρs
Ns

HsH
H
s

)]
, (42)

where the effective SNR is

ρs =
Ns

E[λ−2
i ]

(43)

with λ2
i being any of the unordered eigenvalues of XdX

H
d .

Proof: See Appendix B.
Compared with Theorem 1, the SNR for the static user is

improved by using the entire Xd. To see this, we decompose
Xδ = Uδ diag(γ1, · · · , γNd

)VH
δ , and obtain

XdX
H
d = cτINd

+ cδ Uδ diag(γ2
1 , · · · , γ2

Nd
)UH

δ (44)

= Uδ diag(cτ + cδγ
2
1 , · · · , cτ + cδγ

2
Nd

)UH
δ . (45)

Therefore, λ2
i = cτ + cδ γ

2
i , for i = 1, . . . , Nd, and

ρs =
Ns

E[(cτ + cδ γ2
1)

−1]
. (46)

which is greater than the effective power available to the
previous scheme (compare with Eq. (18)). So knowing the
dynamic user’s data always produces a power gain.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Unless specified otherwise, a power allocation is assumed
(cτ and cδ) that maximizes the rate for the dynamic user.

Figure 2 illustrates the rate for dynamic and static users in
the pilot-based product superposition, as shown in Theorem 1.
We consider Nd = 2, Ns = M = 4 and Td = 5. Numerical
results correspond to the point on the rate region where the

3It is not necessary for the dynamic user to decode the other user’s signal,
even if it were possible, because we have shown the existence of static user
does not significantly affect the capacity to the dynamic user.
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Fig. 2. Rate achieved by the pilot-based product superposition (PBPS):
Nd = 2, Ns = M = 4 and Td = 5.

rate of the dynamic user is optimized. This is done to capture
the corner point of the DoF region for the new scheme, and
to highlight the most significant differences between the new
scheme and the baseline scheme. At this operating point,
in addition to near-optimal rate for the dynamic user, the
proposed method provides significant rate for the static user.
The degradation of the rate of the dynamic user, compared
with the baseline scheme, is negligible in the low-SNR regime,
and in the high-SNR regime the rate of the dynamic user
has the optimal degrees of freedom (SNR slope). Thus the
proposed method achieves the static user’s rate almost “for
free” in terms of the penalty to the dynamic user.

Figure 3 shows the impact of the available antenna of the
static user. Here, ρ = 10 dB, Nd = 2, M = Ns and Td = 5.
The static user’s rate (thus the sum-rate) increases linearly with
Ns, because the degrees of freedom is NdNs/Td, as indicated
by Theorem 1. The gap of the dynamic user’s rate under
the proposed method and the baseline method vanishes as
Ns increases. Intuitively, the rate difference is because of the
Jensen’s loss: In the proposed method the equivalent channel
is the product matrix HdXs and is “more spread” than the
channel in the baseline method. As Ns increases, by law of
large numbers the columns of Xs will become orthonormal
with probability one (XsX

H
s /Ns → INd

) and thus will have
a smaller impact on the distribution of Hd.

Figure 4 demonstrates the impact of the coherence time of
the dynamic user. Here, ρ = 10 dB, Nd = 2, and Ns = M =
4. As Td increases, the rate for the dynamic user improves,
since the portion of time-slots (overhead) used for training
is reduced. In contrast, the rate for the static user decreases
with Td, because the static user transmits new signal matrix
over Td period. Intuitively, as Td increases, the dynamic user’s
channel becomes “more static”, and therefore, the opportunity
to explore its “insensitivity” to the channel is reduced.

Finally, in Figure 5, we show the gain of interference decod-
ing in the pilot-based product superposition, where Nd = 2,
Ns = M and Td = 5. By decoding the dynamic signal , the
static rate is improved around 10%: The static user can now
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Fig. 3. Impact of the number of receive antennas of the static user: ρ = 10
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harvest the power carried not only by the dynamic user’s pilot
(the case without interference decoding) but also the dynamic
user’s data. This power gain does not increase the degrees of
freedom of the static user, so the slope of the rate under two
schemes are the same.

VI. DISCUSSIONS, EXTENSIONS, AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose and analyze a pilot-based sig-
naling that significantly improves the rate performance of the
MIMO broadcast channel with varying CSIR. The proposed
method sends a product of two signal matrices for the static
and dynamic user, respectively, and each user decodes its own
signal in a conventional manner. For the entire SNR range, the
static user attains considerable rate almost without degrading
the rate for the dynamic user. The static user’s rate is further
improved by allowing the static user to cancel the dynamic
user’s signal.

Remark 4: It is possible to extend the results of this paper
to more than two receivers. The essence of the product
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Fig. 5. Static user’s rate with interference decoding: Nd = 2 and Td = 5.

superposition is to allow additional transmission for a static
user when transmitting to a dynamic user. In case of more
than two users, the static (dynamic) users can be grouped
together. At each point in time, the transmitter uses product
superposition to broadcast to one selected user from the static
group and another user from the dynamic group.

Remark 5: Note that throughout this paper, both users are
assumed to be in an ergodic mode of operation, i.e., the
codewords are sufficiently long to allow coding arguments to
apply. Simple extensions to this setup are easily obtained. For
example, if the static user’s coherence time is very long, one
may adapt the transmission rate of the static user to its channel
but allow the dynamic user to remain in an ergodic mode. Most
expressions in this paper remain the same, except that for the
rates and powers of the static user, expected values will be
replaced with constant values.

Remark 6: As long as both users are in the ergodic mode,
and the static user has more antennas than the dynamic user,
it will be able to decode and cancel the interference caused
by the dynamic user’s signal. If we are in a mode where the
static user’s rate is adapted to the channel (as mentioned in
Remark 5 above) and the dynamic user is in ergodic mode,
then the static user may not always be able to decode the
dynamic user’s data because it cannot observe enough channel
realizations to allow coding arguments to apply. In this case,
sometimes the static user may experience an “outage” with
respect to decoding the dynamic user’s data. In this case, it
can default to the oblivious method discussed in the early part
of this paper and decode its own signal without peeling off
the other user’s data. The full exploration of such extensions
is the subject of future research.

Remark 7: In each of the methods mentioned earlier in
this paper, the static user operates under an equivalent single-
user channel, by inverting either the pilot component or all
components of the dynamic user’s signal. Thus, any benefits
available in single-user MIMO systems can also be available
to the static user, including the benefits arising from CSIT. For
example, water-filling can be applied to allocate power across
multiple eigen-modes of the static user. However, this will
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change the effective channel seen by the dynamic user, thus
complicating the analysis. The full analysis of this scenario is
the subject of future research.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

A. Rate of the Static User

During the first Nd time-slots, the static user receives

Ys1 =
√
cτ HsXsXτ +Ws1. (47)

Because the static user knows Xτ , it removes the impact of
Xτ from Ys1:

Y′
s1 = Ys1X

H
τ (48)

=
√
cτ HsXs +W′

s1 (49)

where Ys1 ∈ CNs×Nd and W′
s1 is the equivalent noise whose

entries remain i.i.d. CN (0, 1). Therefore, the channel seen by
the static user becomes a point-to-point MIMO channel. Let
y′
si and xsi be the column i of Y′

s1 and Xs, respectively. The
mutual information

I(Ys1;Xs) =

Nd∑
i=1

I(y′
si;xsi) (50)

= Nd log det

(
INs + cτ HsH

H
s

)
, (51)

which implies that the effective SNR for the static user is

ρs = cτ . (52)

In the following Td−Nd time-slots, the static user disregards
the received signal. The average rate achieved by the static
user is

Rs =
Nd

Td
E

[
log det

(
INs + ρs HsH

H
s

)]
, (53)

where the expectation is over the channel realizations of Hs.

B. Rate of the Dynamic User

The dynamic user first estimates the equivalent channel and
then decodes its data. Consider M = Ns ≥ Nd; for Ns < Nd,
the proof follows similarly via M = Nd. During the first Nd

time-slots, the dynamic user receives the pilot signal

Yτ =
√
cτ HdXsXτ +Wτ (54)

=
√
cτNs H̃dXτ +Wτ , (55)

where H̃d ∈ CNd×Nd is the equivalent channel of the dynamic
user

H̃d
Δ
=

1√
Ns

HdXs (56)

Let h̃ij = [H̃d]ij , then we have E[h̃ij ] = 0 and

E[h̃ij h̃
H
pq] =

{
1, if (i, j) = (p, q)
0, else

, (57)

i.e., the entries of H̃d are uncorrelated and have zero-mean
and unit variance.

The dynamic user estimates H̃d by the MMSE. Let

CY Y = (1 + cτNs)INd
, CY H =

√
cτNs X

H
τ , (58)

we have

Ĥd = YτC
−1
Y Y CY H (59)

=

√
cτNs

1 + cτNs

(√
cτNs H̃d +WτX

H
τ

)
(60)

Because Wτ has i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries, the noise matrix
WτX

H
τ also has i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries. Define ĥ1ij = [Ĥd]ij .

Then, we have E[ĥ1ij ] = 0 and

E[ĥij ĥ
H
pq] =

{
α2, if (i, j) = (p, q)
0, else

, (61)

where
α2 �

=
cτNs

1 + cτNs
. (62)

In other words, the estimate of the equivalent channel has
uncorrelated elements with zero-mean and variance α2.

During the remaining Td − Nd time-slots, the dynamic
user regards the channel estimate Ĥd as the true channel and
decodes the data signal. At the time-slot i, Nd < i ≤ Td, the
dynamic user receives

ydi =
√
cδNs Ĥdxdi +

√
cδNs H̃exdi +wdi︸ ︷︷ ︸

w′
di

, (63)

where H̃e = H̃d−Ĥd is the estimation error for H̃d, and w′
di

is the equivalent noise that has zero mean and autocorrelation

Rw′
d
= cδNs E

[
H̃eH̃

H
e

]
+ INd

(64)

=
(
1 +

cδNdNs

1 + cτNs

)
INd

. (65)

The equivalent noise w′
di is uncorrelated with the signal xdi,

because E[H̃exdix
H
di] = E[H̃e]E[xdix

H
di] = 0. Therefore,

from [9, Thm.1], the mutual information is lower bounded
by:

I(ydi;xdi|Ĥd) ≥ log det

(
INd

+
cδNs ĤdĤ

H
d

1 + cδNdNs/(1 + cτNs)

)
(66)

= log det

(
INd

+
cδα

2Ns HdH
H

d

1 + cδNdNs/(1 + cτNs)

)
,

(67)

where Hd is the normalized channel whose elements have unit
variance

Hd =
1

α
Ĥd. (68)

From (67), the effective SNR for the dynamic user can be
defined as

ρd =
cδα

2NdNs

1 + cδNdNs/(1 + cτNs)
. (69)

The average rate that the dynamic user achieves is

Rd ≥ (1− Nd

Td
)E

[
log det(INd

+
ρd
Nd

HdH
H

d )
]
, (70)

where the expectation is over the dynamic user’s channel
realizations.
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

We first show that if the codeword used by the dynamic
user is sufficiently long, the static user always decodes the
dynamic user’s signal.

Similar to the dynamic user, the equivalent channel of the
static user H̃s

Δ
= HsXs/

√
Ns can be estimated as Ĥs ∈

CNs×Nd by using the pilot Xτ . During time-slots i = Nd +
1, . . . , Td, the static user receives:

ysi =
√
cδNs Ĥsxdi +

√
cδNs H̃exdi +wsi︸ ︷︷ ︸

w′
si

, (71)

where xdi ∈ CNd×1 is the i-th column of Xd. The mutual
information

I(ysi;xdi|Ĥs) ≥ log det

(
INs +

cδNs ĤsĤ
H
s

1 + cδNdNs/(1 + cτNs)

)
(72)

= log det
(
INd

+
ρd
Nd

HsH
H

s

)
, (73)

where Hs =
1
αĤs is the normalized channel estimate and ρd

was given in (19). For the static user, the effective SNR for
decoding the dynamic signal is identical to that of the dynamic
user.

The static user also experiences many channel realizations
over the dynamic user codewords. Write Hs = [Hs1;Hs2],
where Hs1 ∈ CNd×Nd and Hs2 ∈ C(Ns−Nd)×Nd . Then,

E
[
I(ysi;xdi|Ĥs)

]
≥ E

[
log det

(
INd

+ ρd
(
Hs1H

H

s1 +Hs2H
H

s2

))]
(74)

≥ E

[
log det

(
INd

+ ρdHs1H
H

s1

)]
, (75)

= E

[
log det

(
INd

+ ρdHdH
H

d

)]
, (76)

= Rd (77)

where (75) uses log det(A + B) ≥ log detA for positive
definite matrices A,B, and (76) uses the fact that Hs1 has the
same distribution as Hd. Therefore the static user can decode
the dynamic user’s signal, and from here on we assume the
static user has access to the dynamic user signal.

We now use the singular value decomposition of the dy-
namic signal Xd = UdΣdV

H
d , where Ud ∈ CNd×Nd , Vd ∈

CTd×Nd are unitary matrices, and Σd = diag(λ1, · · · , λNd
).

Then, we have

Y′
s = YsVdΣ

−1
d (78)

= HsXsUd +WsVdΣ
−1
d (79)

Δ
= HsX

′
s +W′

sΣ
−1
d , (80)

where X′
s = XsUd,W

′
s = WsVd. Because Ud, Vd are uni-

tary, the entries of X′
s,W

′
s ∈ CNs×Nd remain i.i.d. CN (0, 1).

Define y′
s = vec(Y′

s), x
′
s = vec(X′

s), H
′
s = INd

⊗Hs and

w′
s = vec(W′

sΣ
−1
d ) =

⎡
⎢⎣

1
λ1
w′

s1

...
1

λNd
w′

sNd

⎤
⎥⎦ . (81)

Then, from (80), we write y′
s ∈ CNdNs×1 as

y′
s = H′

sx
′
s +w′

s. (82)

The mutual information

I(Ys;Xs|Hs,Xd) = I(y′
s;x

′
s|Hs,Xd) (83)

= log det

(
INdNs +R−1

w′
s
H′

sH
′H
s

)
,

(84)

where Rw′
s
= E[w′

sw
′H
s ] is the noise autocorrelation matrix

that is given by

Rw′
s
=

⎡
⎢⎣
E[λ−2

1 ]INs

. . .
E[λ−2

Nd
]INs

⎤
⎥⎦ . (85)

Therefore, the average rate attained by the static user is

Rs =
1

Td
E[I(Ys;Xs|Hs,Xd)] (86)

=
1

Td
E

[ Nd∑
i=1

log det

(
INs +

1

E[λ−2
i ]

HsH
H
s

)]
(87)

=
Nd

Td
E

[
log det

(
INs +

1

E[λ−2
1 ]

HsH
H
s

)]
, (88)

where the last equality holds because the marginal distribu-
tions of {λi} are identical.
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